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Abstract

TASTE is a tool chain dedicated to the design and im-
plementation of embedded, real-time systems, developed
under the initiative of the European Space Agency (ESA).
It consists of various tools, which support model-based
design of embedded systems, automatic code generation,
deployment and simulation. TASTE is based on several
specification languages, in particular it uses AADL for
the architectural design, whereas the behavior of SW com-
ponents can be specified in SDL and other languages.

TASTE currently lacks a comprehensive support for per-
forming early verification and assessment of the design
models. COMPASTA is an ESA study that aims at filling
this gap, by integrating into TASTE the formal verification
functionality of COMPASS, a tool for model-based HW-
SW co-Engineering developed in a series of ESA studies.
COMPASTA extends TASTE by providing the possibility
to model the behavior of HW components using SLIM, a
dialect of AADL supported by COMPASS. Moreover, it
offers capabilities such as library-based specification of
HW faults, automatic fault injection, contract-based de-
sign, functional verification and safety assessment, fault
detection and identification analysis.
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1 Introduction
TASTE [1, 2] is a model-based software engineering design
environment dedicated to embedded, real-time systems, which
has been actively developed by ESA since 2008. Specifications
are written in different languages, such as AADL [3] (for the
architectural specification) and SDL [4] (for the behavioral
specification). TASTE includes various other tools, such as
editors, viewers, and code generators. TASTE has been adopted
as a glue technology and for system deployment in several
projects, see e.g. [5, 6, 7].

COMPASS [8, 9, 10] is a tool for System-SW Co-Engineering
developed in a series of ESA studies from 2008 to 2016. Speci-
fications are written in SLIM, a dialect of AADL. COMPASS
supports model-based verification techniques, based on model

checking, such as requirements analysis, contract-based anal-
ysis, fault specification, functional verification, safety and de-
pendability assessment, fault detection and identification anal-
ysis. COMPASS is based on the ocra [11], nuXmv [12] and
xSAP [13] verification back-ends.

COMPASTA is an ESA study (2021-2022) that aims at integrat-
ing the formal verification functionalities of COMPASS [8,9,10]
into TASTE [1, 2]. COMPASTA extends TASTE by supporting
model-based specification of both SW and HW components,
fault injection, and a full set of formal analyses, based on model
checking. The goal of the analyses is to formally validate the
system model, before the system is deployed to the target HW.
Thus, COMPASTA makes TASTE a comprehensive and co-
herent end-to-end tool chain, that covers system design and
development SW implementation, deployment and testing.

2 The COMPASTA Workflow Exemplified
COMPASTA extends the TASTE workflow by providing addi-
tional functionalities which are complementary with respect to
the ones available in TASTE. TASTE is a tool for model-based
SW engineering, focusing on SW design, deployment and im-
plementation. COMPASTA, on the other hand, extends TASTE
by providing the possibility to model HW components and their
faults, to perform fault injection, and to carry out several formal
analyses (e.g., requirements validation, contract-based design,
functional verification, safety and dependability assessment)
on the complete formal model (including both HW and SW).
The goal of COMPASTA is to enable early validation of the
design model, before the SW is implemented and deployed to
the target HW.

We illustrate the COMPASTA workflow in a simple running
example, shown in Fig. 1, modeling a redundant power system.

The example consists of HW components (batteries, generators,
sensors, and switches) and SW components (the FDIR compo-
nents). Generators provide power to batteries, which in turn
provide power to sensors. In case of a fault of a generator or a
battery, the lines connecting generators, batteries and sensors
can be reconfigured. For instance, in case of a fault of one
battery, the remaining battery can be used to power both sen-
sors. FDIR components perform a re-configuration by sending
a command to the corresponding switch component.
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Figure 1: A power system example.

The system is modeled using the graphical user interface of
TASTE. Fig. 1 shows the Interface View (architecture) of the
system, i.e. the blocks corresponding to the components, and
the connections (provided and required interfaces) between
the components. TASTE uses AADL to generate an internal
representation of the Interface View.

SW components (FDIRs in our example) can be modeled using
the SDL language. For instance, Fig 2 shows an excerpt of the
code for FDIR_2. It periodically reads the input voltages of the
two batteries and, in case the output voltage of either of them is
under a given threshold, it sends a command to the Switch_2
component to change from primary mode to a secondary mode.

HW components can be modeled in SLIM, a dialect of AADL,
which extends AADL by providing the possibility, among other
things, to specify behavioral models in the form of state ma-
chines, and to specify faults and fault injections. We show below
some sample code for the Battery_1 component. The given tran-
sition causes the output voltage of the battery to decrease by 1,
when the input voltage is below 10.

system implementation Battery_1.others
−− BATTERY SUBCOMPONENTS
subcomponents

−− DELAY FOR TIMESTEPS
delay: data clock;

−− BATTERY STATES
states

init : initial state;
base: state while (delay <= 1);

−− BATTERY STATE TRANSITIONS
transitions

−− INIT
init −[

then voltage_out.voltage := 12
]−> base;
−− BATTERY DISCHARGES BY 1V
base −[

when delay >= 1
and get_voltage.voltage < 10

Figure 2: Sample SDL code for FDIR_1.

and voltage_out.voltage >= 1
then delay := 0;

voltage_out.voltage := voltage_out.voltage − 1
]−> base;

[...]
end Battery_1.others;

The SDL and SLIM models are translated by COMPASTA into
the language supported by the verification back-ends, which are
run to carry out the formal analyses. The translation performed
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Figure 3: An example Fault Tree.

by COMPASTA is based on the definition of the semantics of
the input languages (based on the standards [3, 4] and on the
COMPASS semantics for SLIM), and of the semantics of the
communication between HW and SW (defined in COMPASTA,
and compatible with the TASTE communication semantics).

Fault definitions can be picked from a library, and automatically
injected into the system model, e.g., a fault injection can model
a permanent “stuck-at-zero” fault of the “voltage_out” signal
of a battery. This is specified via the following fault injection
specification:

system implementation Battery_1.others
properties

FaultInjections => (
[

Description => "Dead";
Fault_Model => "StuckAtByValue_I";
Fault_Dynamics => "Permanent";
Probability => "1.e−7";
DataInput => "voltage_out.voltage";
DataVarout => "voltage_out.voltage";
DataTerm => "0";

]
);

end Battery_1.others;

Model checking can be used to verify functional properties.
For instance, the following property (specified using a property
pattern from COMPASS):

“Globally, it is always the case that sensor1.valid and
sensor2.valid holds”

states that the outputs of both sensors are always valid (which
is the case when the sensors are powered and they are not failed.
COMPASTA can automatically generate and display artifacts
such as traces (e.g., a counterexample trace, when a property is
violated). Moreover, COMPASTA can automatically generate
artifacts such as Fault Trees. Fig. 3 shows an example Fault Tree
for the property corresponding to the outputs of both sensors
being invalid.

When the formal model has been validated, the standard TASTE
workflow can be used for the implementation of the SW com-
ponents. To this aim, first HW components must be replaced

with corresponding interface components, that represents the
SW layer realizing the communication between SW and HW.
Then, the deployment of the SW components (binding of the
SW to the target HW platform(s)) is specified. Finally, TASTE
can then be used to generate the executable code for the target
platform(s) and to test and simulate the final implementation.

3 Conclusions and Future Work
COMPASTA is an ESA-funded study whose goal is to extend
the TASTE toolset with formal verification and assessment func-
tionality, creating a comprehensive and coherent tool chain that
covers architectural and functional design, system-level safety
assessment, and deployment of the embedded software. In
the proposed workflow, system, safety, and software engineers
share the same models and use them in an iterative process, sup-
ported by various analyses that increase the confidence in the
internal and external consistency of the system, and the overall
quality of the final product.

The integration is based on a view where the COMPASS back-
ends are split from the COMPASS front-end and integrated in
other model-based design environments such as TASTE. On the
same lines, ocra, nuXmv, and xSAP have been integrated into
CHESS for a SysML-based design [14], while FBK is working
on the integration of such back-ends into CAMEO and on the
prototype support for SySML-V2.
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